James Madison wrote that the “accumulation of all powers, legislative, executive, and judiciary, in the same hands . . . may justly be pronounced the very definition of tyranny.” In his final years on the bench, Justice Scalia invoked that specter to condemn the rule of judicial deference he once championed in *Auer v. Robbins*. When litigants dispute the meaning of a rule promulgated by an administrative agency, *Auer* tells judges to give that agency’s interpretation “controlling weight unless it is plainly erroneous or inconsistent with the regulation.” *Auer*’s defenders extol its provision of flexibility to expert administrators and dismiss as “wildly disproportionate” the accusation that the doctrine menaces the separation of powers. But the Supreme Court has withheld *Auer* deference “when there is reason to suspect that the agency’s interpretation ‘does not reflect the agency’s fair and considered judgment’” and four Justices have lately advertised their willingness to consider scrapping the doctrine altogether.

Recently, in *Bible v. United Student Aid Funds, Inc.*, the Seventh Circuit applied *Auer* to reverse a district court ruling in conflict with the Department of Education’s (ED) interpretation of its own student loan regulations, as expressed in an amicus brief. Concurring in the subsequent denial of rehearing, Judge Easterbrook reckoned the case not worth reviewing “when *Auer* may not be long for this world.”

---
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But the faults exposed in Bible — where a fractured panel produced three distinct approaches to the key interpretive question — call out for the Supreme Court to domesticate rather than euthanize this troublesome doctrine. The Court could ease Bible’s tensions but preserve Auer’s advantages by withholding deference from regulatory interpretations advanced for the first time in litigation briefs, as Professor Matthew Stephenson and Miri Pogoriler have advocated.10

Bryana Bible took out a student loan in 2006 under terms incorporating provisions of the Higher Education Act11 (HEA).12 In the event of a default, she agreed to pay “reasonable collection costs” as defined by ED regulations issued pursuant to the HEA.13 Bible defaulted on her loan in 2012 and signed a “rehabilitation agreement” with her guarantor, United Student Aid Funds (USA Funds), setting a reduced payment schedule to resolve her debt.14 Although Bible complied with that agreement, USA Funds charged her $4,547.44 in collection costs.15

Bible sued USA Funds in the Southern District of Indiana alleging breach of contract as well as fraud in violation of the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO).16 She argued that USA Funds had fraudulently concealed the prospect of collection costs, and that their imposition violated the terms of her loan and the underlying statutes and regulations.17 The district court disagreed and granted USA Funds’ motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim.18

The Seventh Circuit reversed and remanded.19 Writing for the panel, Judge Hamilton20 held Bible to have stated a claim for relief on both the contract and RICO counts.21 Because the HEA did not de-
fine “reasonable collection costs,” the court afforded Chevron deference to the ED regulations defining that term. Those rules themselves then demanded interpretation. Writing only for himself, Judge Hamilton found that the regulations unambiguously forbade USA Funds from imposing costs on a first-time borrower in default, like Bible, who promptly signed and complied with a “repayment agreement.”

But the thicket of rules implementing the HEA variously used two terms for post-default agreements, and neither of Judge Hamilton’s colleagues agreed that Bible’s “rehabilitation” agreement clearly qualified as a “repayment” agreement under those provisions. That “inferential leap” was a crucial step toward the conclusion that Bible had plausibly alleged a breach of contract. So Judge Hamilton mustered a majority by embracing Auer as an alternative ground for his holding, “even if this were not the best interpretation of the statutes and accompanying regulations.” In an amicus brief filed at the Seventh Circuit’s request, the ED endorsed Bible’s theory that a rehabilitation agreement was a form of repayment agreement, and that the regulations therefore barred the collection of these costs. Bolstered by Auer deference to the ED’s “fair and considered judgment,” Judge Hamilton held that Bible’s suit deserved to go forward.

Judge Flaum concurred in part and in the judgment. He ultimately agreed that Bible’s claims should survive, but only with Auer’s aid. He rejected his colleagues’ (mutually contradictory) claims to find clear meaning in the regulations, instead seeing two “plausible readings of this complex and ambiguous regulatory scheme.” Judge Flaum therefore deferred to the ED brief’s position favoring Bible. But he noted that “an unambiguous regulatory scheme is preferable to
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soliciting the agency’s interpretive guidance” and urged the ED to revise the unclear rules themselves.34 Judge Manion concurred in part and dissented in part.35 For him, two insurmountable hurdles blocked Bible’s claims.36 First, the regulations clearly permitted the collection of these costs, and the ED’s contrary reading was “plainly erroneous.”37 Judge Hamilton had misread a regulation covering a different kind of agreement.38 Second, substance aside, Auer could not be Bible’s “saving grace”39 because the ED’s litigation stance was “entirely new and inconsistent with its prior interpretations.”40 As the Supreme Court had recently reaffirmed in Christopher v. SmithKline Beecham Corp.,41 an agency interpretation advanced without “fair warning” deserved no deference.42 Judge Manion pronounced it “manifestly unjust” to allow the ED to impose significant liability retroactively on USA Funds and, by implication, the entire guarantor industry.43

When the Seventh Circuit denied rehearing en banc two months later, Judge Easterbrook aligned himself with Professor John Manning, who would disavow Auer deference altogether in order to purge the administrative sins denounced by Judge Manion: inconsistency, arbitrariness, and lack of notice.44 But a narrower remedy could cure Bible’s ills. Thus far, the Court has responded to such concerns by soldering a series of caveats onto Auer’s rule.55 This proliferation of uncertain exceptions, and not Auer itself, deserves blame for much of the Bible panel’s discord. Instead of overruling Auer, the Court could deny deference to interpretations announced for the first time in litigation briefs. This rule would simplify hard cases like Bible and avoid
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arbitrariness while preserving the expert flexibility that justifies *Auer* in the first place.\(^{46}\)

Judge Manion’s protests that undue deference undermines “fair warning” have found purchase elsewhere in administrative law. Courts now deny *Chevron* deference to statutory interpretations announced in briefs or other forms unlikely to “foster the fairness and deliberation that should underlie a pronouncement of such force.”\(^{47}\) But no such reformation has yet arrived for regulatory interpretation. The *Auer* Court acknowledged similar arguments against deference to a brief interpreting a regulation, but concluded that the document’s form did “not, in the circumstances of this case, make it unworthy of deference.”\(^{48}\) Today, the Justices depart from that presumption of deference when they face case-specific doubts “that the litigating position reflects the ‘agency’s fair and considered judgment.’”\(^{49}\)

The Seventh Circuit’s tortuous dispute over the ED brief illustrates the defects of that incremental, case-by-case approach to policing *Auer’s* borderlands. Judges Hamilton and Manion agreed that courts should not defer to an agency’s “*post hoc* rationalization,” which risks imposing unfair liability.\(^{50}\) But they diverged sharply at every step in the application of that standard. Judge Hamilton downplayed its relevance by situating the Supreme Court’s warnings against such rationalization in the context of an “agency seeking to defend past agency action against attack.”\(^{51}\) This qualification suggests that deference is less dangerous when, as in *Bible*, the agency is an amicus and not a party to the suit. But the Court has also construed the “*post hoc*” limitation more broadly to apply to litigation between private parties.\(^{52}\)

These and other divisions in the *Bible* panel reflect indeterminacy in the Court’s tests for *Auer’s* applicability.\(^{53}\) Just as the Seventh Cir-
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sound holdings are accompanied by gratuitous and ill-considered dicta that are susceptible to damaging misapplication.

54 On the one hand, “an agency’s interpretation . . . that conflicts with a prior interpretation is ‘entitled to considerably less deference,’” Thomas Jefferson Univ. v. Shalala, 512 U.S. 504, 515 (1994) (quoting INS v. Cardoza-Fonseca, 480 U.S. 421, 446 n.30 (1987)), but then again, “change in interpretation alone presents no separate ground for disregarding the [agency’s] present interpretation,” Long Island Care at Home, Ltd. v. Coke, 551 U.S. 158, 171 (2007). The threshold of inconsistency may rise with the agency’s size. See Holowechi, 552 U.S. at 400 (“Some degree of inconsistent treatment is unavoidable when the agency processes over 175,000 inquiries a year.”).

55 See Bible, 799 F.3d at 651 (“There is no indication from the record that the Secretary has ever taken a contrary position . . . .”); id. at 663 (Manion, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) (“There is no evidence to suggest that the Department of Education ever interpreted the regulations in the manner advanced by Bible prior to our request for an amicus brief . . . .”).
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58 See, e.g., Thomas Jefferson Univ., 512 U.S. 504 (dividing five to four as to the consistency of an agency’s position); Kevin O. Leske, Splits in the Rock: The Conflicting Interpretations of the Seminole Rock Deference Doctrine by the U.S. Courts of Appeals, 66 ADMIN. L. REV. 787, 787 (2014) (documenting “widespread confusion . . . on many aspects of the Seminole Rock doctrine”).


60 See Anthony, supra note 53, at 22–23; Antonin Scalia, Judicial Deference to Administrative Interpretations of Law, 1989 DUKE L.J. 511, 519 (“A position formulated . . . in a brief to a court, does not seem like the last stage of an ‘expert’ search for the truth.”).
the course of implementing the statute.”61 In litigation, there is greater risk that an agency stance may reflect institutional self-interest or other considerations orthogonal to sound administration.62 If, as is commonly supposed, Auer rests on a presumption that Congress meant to commit thorny policy questions to expert deliberation,63 it is here that that legal fiction wears thinnest. And developments in administrative law since Auer have aggravated these problems.64 Auer’s uncritical confidence in agency briefs may thus no longer ring so true.65 Practically, it appears that most judges already afford less deference to briefs than to more formal documents.66 The Court should bless those jurists’ wise instincts and fortify their inclination into a clear rule.67

Under Auer so amended, an agency could retain deference to positions announced outside of litigation, but its briefs would be assessed only by their own “power to persuade.”68 Applied to Bible, this rule would avert the contentious “unfair surprise” inquiry that consumed so many pages of the Federal Reporter. Of course, the ED could (and did) claim that its interpretation predated litigation.69 But briefs making such arguments will face an uphill battle without Auer’s assistance.70 This particular diminution of deference is no panacea, but it will likely prevent some of the most troubling uses of Auer.71 Here the lowest hanging fruit are also the ripest.

61 Stephenson & Pogoriler, supra note 10, at 1493.
64 The curtailment of Chevron deference to informally announced statutory interpretations may drive agencies to evade that limit by writing vague regulations that can be given form through interpretation. See Stephenson & Pogoriler, supra note 10, at 1464, 1493. And the Court’s rejection in Perez v. Mortgage Bankers Ass’n, 135 S. Ct. 1199 (2015), of the D.C. Circuit’s attempt to police the amendment of interpretive rules has left regulated parties with even less protection against interpretive inconsistency. See id. at 1203, 1209.
65 Cf. Daniel A. Farber & Anne Joseph O’Connell, The Lost World of Administrative Law, 92 TEX. L. REV. 1137, 1140 (2014) (“[T]here is an increasing mismatch between the suppositions of modern administrative law and the realities of modern regulation.”).
67 Besides making wise policy, this rule would arguably hew closer to the original understanding of Seminole Rock. See Kaudern & Wildermuth, supra note 45, at 66–68.
69 See Bible, 799 F.3d at 675 (Manion, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part); cf. The Supreme Court, 2011 Term — Leading Cases, 126 HARV. L. REV. 176, 367 (2012) (“Agencies may frequently argue that their current position falls within the scope of an earlier interpretation, with [opponents] arguing that the agency’s position is a novel interpretation.”).
70 And they did not appear to sway any votes in Bible. The only judge to address the ED’s citations to sources predating the briefs at issue, Judge Manion, dismissed them as irrelevant or misleading. See Bible, 799 F.3d at 675–76 (Manion, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
This reform would thus address the fairness and notice concerns raised by three of the four circuit judges’ opinions in Bible. Others, like Professor Cass Sunstein, dismiss such fears as overblown, “phantasmal terrors.” But in the recent case of Christopher, the Supreme Court was sufficiently spooked to deny deference to a brief threatening “unfair surprise” and “massive liability” by its interpretation of a rule affecting 90,000 workers. And the ED rules in Bible govern the loans of nearly 18,000,000 borrowers with collective debt of over $357 billion. That the financial plans of so many should depend on an agency’s litigation stance seems both surprising and unfair.

Perhaps the simplest answer to administrative deference run rampant would be to declare, as Auer’s remorseful author did in another context, “We did not use to do it, and we should do it no more.” But indiscriminate retreat from Auer would abandon its virtues along with its flaws. The Bible panel’s fractious foray into a complex regulatory landscape confirms the wisdom of entrusting such efforts to expert administrators, in general — so long as they act with sufficient deliberation and notice. Auer’s adherents and adversaries should find common cause in the campaign to rationalize its limits. Bible’s divided decision suggests that the Court could drain more bathwater and yet save the baby by reclaiming briefs from Auer’s domain.

72 See Bible v. United Student Aid Funds, Inc., 807 F.3d 839, 841–42 (7th Cir. 2015) (Easterbrook, J., concurring in the denial of rehearing en banc); Bible, 799 F.3d at 663 (Flaum, J., concurring in part and concurring in the judgment); id. at 674–76 (Manion, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).


76 See Bible, 807 F.3d at 841–42 (Easterbrook, J., concurring in the denial of rehearing en banc) (“Defereence has set the stage for a conclusion that conduct, in compliance with agency advice when undertaken (and consistent with the district judge’s view of the regulations’ text), is now a federal felony and the basis of severe penalties . . . .”); cf. Christopher, 132 S. Ct. at 2168 (“While it may be ‘possible for an entire industry to be in violation of the [statute] for a long time without the . . . Department noticing,’ the ‘more plausible hypothesis’ is that the Department did not think the industry’s practice was unlawful.” (quoting Yi v. Sterling Collision Ctrs., Inc., 480 F.3d 505, 510–11 (7th Cir. 2007))).


78 See Stephenson & Pogoriler, supra note 10, at 1453.

79 Auer booster Scott Angstreich, for instance, agrees that whether an interpretation “was first presented during litigation may be relevant to its persuasiveness.” Supra note 71, at 124.